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Abstract
Hidden fire in aircraft overhead cargo compartments could lead to
catastrophic disaster. Early fire detection requires an improved
understanding of heat and mass transfer in areas with curved fuselage
sections. In this effort, an experimental campaign was conducted at the
FAA Hughes Technical Center on different fire scenarios for the
Boeing747-SP overhead cargo compartment to advance knowledge on
this phenomenon and provide validation data for the Fire Dynamics
Simulator (FDS). Extensive work has been done recently to enable
computer simulation of fire on complex geometries within this tool. We
use the experimental data obtained to perform validation of said
capability. Model validation results are defined in terms of thermocouple
readings measured and computed with satisfactory overall agreement.
Keywords: Fire modeling; aircraft fires; compartment fire experiments;
heat transfer; fluid dynamics; CFD Validation
Introduction
In-flight fire in hidden areas [1] can be catastrophic and therefore it must
be detected at its earliest stage. It is found that visual observation of
major fire signatures, such as flame luminance and smoke, is usually
delayed and less reliable in hidden areas. These areas involve complex
geometry, a highly curved fuselage, and densely cluttered ducts, which
present a great challenge for timely fire detection and suppression. We
lack sufficient understanding on how hot gases are transported along
curved cabins, and how obstructions affect the flow. Therefore, to provide
better justification and guidance for placing fire detectors in these areas,
performance based full-scale studies are needed to reveal the heat and
mass transfer behavior under these conditions. In recent years, fire
models based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have been
developed, allowing for simulation of complex fire scenarios and assisting

the advancement of performance-based design of fire protection
systems. Validation of these tools on the performance envelope where
they will be used is a fundamental factor for their reliability.
One of these fire models is FDS [2], used in prototyping and design of
fire protection systems, as well as conducting forensic research and
studying outdoor flows and fires. At its core, FDS is a large-eddy
simulation (LES) solver of the low Mach approximation of fluid
momentum and energy equations for a multicomponent mixture [3].
It includes models for combustion and radiation heat transfer as well as
many functionalities necessary for fire science and fire protection
engineering disciplines. Recently, substantial work has been performed
in adding to FDS the capability of representing complex geometry with
surfaces defined by unstructured triangulations which do not need to
conform to the fluid cartesian grid. The key components of this new
capability are a cut-cell method [4] to advance species and energy
transport next to the geometry, and an Eulerian direct forcing immersed
boundary method [5] coupled with dynamic boundary layer modeling for
velocity and thermal boundary layer reconstruction [6]. The cut-cells
conform to the surface triangulation up to a precision level that renders
boundary conditions and integrals practically exact. Small cut-cells are
dealt with on explicit time integration using cell-linking to larger
surrounding cells [7]. Parallel computations can be performed using
hundreds of cores by means of the message passage interface (MPI)
standard [8]. An important aspect to FDS development, is the verification
and validation of the different physics code units, both individually and in
concert. Therefore, in this work we use the detailed experimental data
obtained from the Boeing 747 cargo compartment campaign to perform
validation comparisons. We assess the behavior of the new complex
geometry unit on this critical set of target scenarios.
Experimental Method
The full-scale experiment was performed in the overhead area of a
Boeing B747-SP located at FAA's William J. Hughes Technical Center.
Fig. 1 highlights the region of interest, located at the aft of the upper deck.
The dimensions of this region are 6.7 m long × 5.4 m wide × 2 m tall. The
cross-section of this space changes with the contour of the exterior skin,
decreasing in height towards the rear side of the aircraft. The overhead
space contains air-distribution ducts, cables, electrical wiring, and
support structures, etc. The front side is sealed. The rear side of the
highlighted area is open to the rest of the overhead region. To reconstruct
the interior geometry for CFD modeling, the light detection and ranging
technology (LIDAR) was implemented to generate a high-resolution point
cloud and was then converted to a three-dimensional model. Details of
the LIDAR CAD model are shown in Fig. 1. A propane gas burner is used
as fire source in the full-scale experiment. The burner is rectangular with
18 cm sides and the top lays 21 cm above the ground.

(a) B747-SP

(b) LIDAR generated 3-D model
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Fig. 1. Full-scale test article: (a) Boeing B747-SP with overhead area,
(b) LIDAR 3-D model and FDS setup: Compartment surfaces in
grey and burner in red. Thermocouples in green. The
compartment is split in 144 FDS meshes (black) for fine grid
cases.
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Fig. 2. Detailed layout of burner, thermocouple, and thermocouple tree.

A mass flow controller is used to adjust the flow rate for the desired heat
release rate. Two burner locations are examined, with their relative
locations marked in red and blue in Fig. 2. The overhead area is equipped
with fifty Type-K thermocouples. These were laid on the ribs and placed
5 cm below the insulated ceiling. Fig. 2 shows their location.
Thermocouples are spaced 0.5 m apart. Fig. 2 also marks thermocouple
tree (A and B) locations, 0.4 m away from the burner. The layout of
thermocouples on one tree is shown in Fig. 2 (b).
Unstructured geometry in FDS
Consider a set of gaseous, reacting chemical species α = 1, …, N flowing
on a fixed domain Ω. These species are transported on a given point x in
space with a mass weighted average velocity u(x,t). Also, the species α
density is ρα(x,t) = ρ(x,t)Yα(x,t), ρ is the mixture density and Yα = ρα / ρ its
mass fraction. We consider Fick’s Law for binary diffusion respect to a
most abundant, background species. The species convection-diffusion
reaction mass balance equations used in FDS are:
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(Eq. 1)

in Ω, where
, is the chemical reaction source for species α. FDS
uses staggered cartesian grids, flux limited interpolation and finite
differences to evaluate mass fluxes [2]. Additionally, the so-called
thermodynamic divergence
∙
is used as a proxy for the energy
equation. This energy derived divergence is imposed on the evolving
mixture velocity field [2][3].
In Fig. 3 (a), a sphere is defined by its surface triangulation within an FDS
mesh. Some cartesian cells and faces belonging to this mesh are
transversed by the object surface. We call gas-phase cut-cells and cutfaces the polyhedra and polygons that lay within their cartesian
counterparts, and define regions outside the solid. See Fig. 3 (b)
involving an immersed c-shaped beam. In this figure a two refinement
level grid hierarchy emerges. The coarse level is defined by the Cartesian
entities, whereas the fine level is defined by the cut-cell counterparts.
The final grid system is composed of regular cells away from the
immersed bodies and cut-cells surrounding these. Methods that evolve
governing equations on these grids are called cut-cell or embedded
boundary methods [4]. We perform a Finite Volume (FV) [9] discretization
of scalar transport and thermodynamic divergence on these. Details of
the FDS time integration scheme can be found in references [2][3]. In our
case, for each time integration substep, the species transport equations
are advanced in all FDS cartesian cells, and then the solution (explicit
fluxes and scalar densities) recomputed on the unstructured cut-cell
region. A similar procedure is done for the thermodynamic divergence.

The momentum equations and pressure Poisson equation are solved in
the cartesian mesh. Therefore, an immersed boundary method is used
to reconstruct velocities in the cut-cell region [5][6].

Fig. 3. Regular Cartesian and cut-cell grids: (a) Cut-cell region defined
around triangulated spherical surface. (b) Cut-cells defined from
C-shaped beam, and 2 refinement level interpretation.
Boeing 747 overhead compartment validation case studies
Three full-scale fire scenarios are carried out. Measurements are taken
for 5 min. See Table 1. In Case 1, the 11 kW heat release rate (HRR)
matches the FAA's standard fire source. In Case 2, a reduced HRR of
5.5 kW is used. In Case 3, the burner is moved back to explore the motion
of hot gas from lower to higher ceiling under the obstruction of ribs.
Table 1. Full-scale fire test conditions.
Fire HRR

Burner Location

Ambient Temperature

Case 1

11 kW

Front

28 °C

Case 2

5.5 kW

Front

28 °C

Case 3

11 kW

Rear

22 °C

Large Eddy Simulations are performed in FDS for the fire tests of interest.
The overhead compartment geometry is defined by triangulations. A total
of 153,000 vertices and 306,000 triangles are used (see Fig. 1b).
Different cell sizes of 6 cm, 4 cm, and 2 cm are tested. Up to ten cells on
the burner width are used.

The number of meshes and MPI processes varies from 12 for the coarser
grids up to 189 in the fine 2 cm grid cases. Propane is used in the FDS
model, with its heat of combustion set to 46.36 kJ/g, and soot yield
set to 0.02. We assumed ceramic paper in the insulated surfaces.
Thermocouple readings are averaged in 5 s time intervals. The rear side
of the computational domain is extended to approximately double that of
the overhead area in an attempt to account for the mixing between fresh
air and combustion products in the real fuselage. Measures of grid
convergence in the form of average, root mean square (rms) and
maximum temperature differences over the 50 roof thermocouples are
chosen for the Case 1 setup. Time averaging is done over the second
half of the simulation. Then:
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(Eq. 3)
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quantify the solution difference on grid g respect to the fine 2 cm grid, k
is the thermocouple number, and the over-line in
refers to a time
averaged temperature. In Table 2, 6 cm and 4 cm grids thermocouples
results are compared to the fine 2 cm grid computation. All difference
measures converge as the grid is refined, showing a minimal difference
of about two degrees in average and rms temperatures between the 4 cm
and 2 cm grids. Then, we verify the consistent behavior of simulations
with mesh size and consider the computations grid converged. Next, we
present comparisons of the 2 cm calculations respect to experiments.
Table 2. Grid convergence thermocouple temperature norms (in °C) for
Case 1 simulations.
Grid
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Results
Fig. 4 shows a photo of the established fire in Case 1. A Smokeview [10]
render of the modeled results in Case 1, including a temperature slice is
seen in Fig. 4. A hot zone with temperature as high as 95 °C at the ceiling
near the fire source can be identified.

(a) Photo of fire

(b) Steady temperature slice at y = 3 m

Fig. 4. Example view of fire test photo and steady state temperature
slice at y = 3 m for Case 1.
As a first validation step, we use the thermocouple temperature
difference norms defined in the previous section, but now testing the fine
2 cm calculations respect to experimental measurements for Cases 1, 2,
and 3 of Table 1 (see Table 3).
Table 3. Time averaged thermocouple temperature (in °C) difference
norms of experiments respect to 2 cm grid simulations.
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Case 1

96.4

95.9

4.5

6.1

17.2

Case 2

67.8

67.9

3.1

4.0

10.2

Case 3

99.6

93.6

4.2

5.9

13.8

Average and rms thermocouple temperature difference norms vary
between 3 and 6 °C. These values lay within 5 % of the maximum values,
and provide a sense of the satisfactory agreement between calculations
and experiments. Maximum differences are in the two digits, located in
thermocouples at mid height within the compartment. Their large values
have been traced back to less mixing and a sharper boundary between
cold and hot layers seen in simulations respect to experiments.
For Case 1, representative thermocouples are selected to compare the
temperature history between experiments and simulations as shown in
Fig. 5. The location of the numbered thermocouples can be found
in Fig. 2. In addition, temperatures in the last 10 s are averaged
(representing a quasi-steady state) for the temperature contour
comparison.

Favorable temperature agreements are seen for the ceiling level
thermocouples Fig. 5 (a) and (b). The model slightly over-predicts the
temperatures by 0 - 10 °C. In the thermocouple tree results (Fig. 5 (c)),
the model over-predicts the ceiling temperature (TC51) by about 10 °C.
The contour plots of temperature in both experiments and models are
overlaid in Fig. 5 (d).

(a) TCs at center (front – aft)

(b) TCs along contour (side – side)

(c) TC tree A

(d) Contour
Fig. 5. Temperature comparison between experiments (solid) and
model (dash) in Case 1: (a) TCs at center along x direction,
(b) TCs near front burner along y direction, (c) TC tree A,
(d) contour map.
The contour lines are superimposed, except in the high temperature
region. Contour plots of Case 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 6. As the fire size
decreases by 50 %, temperatures are reduced by 20 °C in the hot region.
Model over-prediction is seen, indicated by the larger contour lines
in Fig. 6 (a).

In Case 2, the characteristic fire size [2], D* is decreased by 24 %.
Then, a 2 cm cell size is marginal in resolving buoyant plumes, adding to
the differences found for this case.

(a) Contour in Case 2

(b) Contour of Case 3
Fig. 6. Temperature contours for experiment (solid) and model (dash) in
Case 2 and Case 3.

In Case 3, the fire source is closer to the rear boundary and is assumed
to be affected more by the rear boundary condition and extended domain.
Even though the ceiling thermocouples adjacent to the burner have
a lower height than in the front burner case, their highest ceiling
temperatures of about 100 °C are similar. It is noted that there is no
hindering impact from the ribs that lay along the path of the flow.
Conclusions
We performed fire tests within the compartment for heat release rates
varying from 5.5 kW to 11 kW and for the fire source on two locations.
We run a set of simulations using an unstructured geometry model for
said compartment in FDS. Model validation results are defined in terms
of thermocouple readings, with satisfactory overall agreement. Timing of
temperature onsets is well captured, as well as growth of temperature
curves. The predicted ceiling temperatures are in correct range,
with 3 °C to 6 °C average and rms temperature differences among
experiments and computations. The model and simulation setup used
tend to slightly over-predict temperatures respect to tests, also exhibiting
a more defined transition region between cold and hot layers. A more
detailed analysis including uncertainty estimation for this work is reported
in reference [11].
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